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Naomi Osaka, the second-ranked woman in tennis, withdrew from the French Open, citing concerns for her mental health. “The truth is that I have suffered long bouts of depression since the US Open in ...
Commentary: Anxiety, depression, Naomi Osaka and Me
When we go to a restaurant, we order and get the dish fully formed. If it’s a fancy, Michelin-rated spot, the edible presentation might look like something that could hang in the Louvre. We ...
Wolfgang Puck tells Jalen Rose about overcoming his abusive childhood
is published by Little, Brown on August 22 MARI HANNAH It's not easy living with Kate Daniels. Yes, I know, I’m entirely responsible. How was I to know that if I stole the traits of the former murder ...
Thriller killers: The literary aces at the Theakston Old Peculier Crime Writing Festival
Why do suicide rates go up in the summer? It may be that the days are longer than in the winter, and this can be hard for some. Most suicides do not take place during the winter holidays, as most ...
Psychology Today
Oliver Harris retired mesmerising bad-boy copper Nick Belsey... to breathe thrilling life into an ex-pat community in the south Atlantic.
Ascension by Oliver Harris: Breaking the crime fiction mould
These were “her babies”. Pam later deleted the post, but I was sent screenshots by multiple people. I don’t know if it was just a one-time incident or not, but I don’t care. It freaked me out. My ...
Help! My Stepsister Is Saying That My Twins Will Be “Her Babies.”
The Devil You Know: Stories of Human Cruelty and Compassion by Gwen Adshead and Eileen Horne is published by Faber. The Irish Times Books Podcast - Darran Anderson, author of Inventory 33:48 ...
‘You might say that I am a student of evil’
From Teigen's recent drama to famed characters in pop culture, bullying is still prevalent. It’s time we stopped embracing bad behavior and grow up.
Bullying — by everyone from Chrissy Teigen to S.F. Supervisor Aaron Peskin — has reached absurd new depths
As police trawled the beaches for his waterlogged corpse, John Stonehouse was already high in the sky, flying towards a new beginning.
Ministers for monstrous deception: A senior Labour MP who was mired in debt, spying for the Czechs, juggling loyal wife and lovers and faked his own drowning…the story of ...
New York Times-bestselling novelist Chris Bohjalian talks about working with the right editor, how he finds the perfect ending for each novel, and the inspiration for his new historical thriller, Hour ...
Chris Bohjalian: The WD Interview 2021
David Bowie’s eyes created a sense of something alien, which was oddly the theme of his art, his life, and his dark side. Read More ...
David Bowie’s eyes and the hero in the sky…
So, it was not surprising when the Federal Road Safety Corps announced that 2,233 Nigerians lost their lives in road crashes in the first four months of 2021. The Corps Marshal, FRSC, Boboye Oyeyemi, ...
Avoidable calamities: Blame game mounts as bloody highways claim 2,233 Nigerians in four months
ALSO: The 49th Annual Twin Cities Pride Festival in Loring Park; “Hair: The Concert Experience” at Caponi Art Park Amphitheater; and more.
‘Roadrunner: A Film about Anthony Bourdain’ examines a life cut short
But if excess pounds creep up on you or weight-loss attempts feel sluggish, you may wonder if your hormones are out of whack. Hunger and appetite hormones, sex hormones, stress hormones, blood glucose ...
How Hormones Can Sabotage Weight Loss
A recently published study suggests that there may be a correlation between teens getting too little sleep and increased ... Reported Sleep and Circadian Characteristics Predict Future Substance ...
Possible link between sleepy teens and increase in weed and alcohol use, study suggests
Much about how this happens is unknown because there is so little research on it ... if partners have established some of the characteristics of a good friendship -- like mutual responsiveness ...
Two-thirds of romantic couples started as friends, study finds
Bourdain, the widely adored celebrity chef, bestselling author (starting with “Kitchen Confidential ... But without it, Neville’s documentary would’ve been a little poorer and less honest about a life ...
‘Roadrunner’ review: The life and death of Anthony Bourdain, served up in style
Thousands gathered in Miami to talk about the OG cryptocurrency — but instead of your typical finance conference, it had the feeling of a fringe religious event ...
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